
Emergence of Cognitive Grasping through 
Introspection, Emulation and Surprise  
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Motivation 

Long-term objectives 
– Theory of grasp modeling 
– Self and context-awareness 
– Curiosity and surprise driven

 behavior 
– New grasping strategies 
– Exploitation and evaluation for

 prostheses, industrial and service
 markets 
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Progress toward the goal 

•  How do human adapt to context/task factors?  
•  Covert attention in combined hand-eye movements 
•  Eye fixations during grasping  
•  Full DOF ‘hands-in-action’ tracking  
•  Constraint learning and goal-directed imitation 
•  Recognizing grasp stability from tactile sensors 
•  2D/3D grasp point detection for known/unknown objects 
•  Updating knowledge based on scene observation 
•  OpenGRASP is out! 
•  Pre-grasp planning; integrated grasp and motion planning  
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Attention and grasping in humans 
•  Acquisition of human grasping data 

•  How do humans adapt grasps to context
 factors: 
•  Spatial constraints 

•  Planning longer task sequences 

•  Bimanual movements and eye fixation 

•  Eye fixations during grasping 

•  Covert attention in combined eye-hand
 movements 

•  Finger contact locations during grasping 
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Learning tasks, objects, constraints …. 

•  Learning task constraints in robot grasping 

•  Dimensionality reduction for grasp modelling 

•  Active vision scene and object understanding 

              What is a good grasp?  
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Beyond closing the fingers ….. 

•  Known objects 
–  Fit known objects to scene reconstruction 

•  Familiar objects 
–  Approach vectors grounded in object 3D structure 

•  Unknown objects 
–  Learning grasp points from samples 

–  Evaluation of grasp point detection and robotic grasping 

•  Multi-modal grounding 
–  Machine learning proposed to anchor tactile sensor readings to 

grasp stability information 
•  Surprise detection in dynamic scenes 

–  Extension from the static mismatch-based surprise detection to 
dynamic action prediction/verification 
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A part of GRASP 

•  Implementation of the engine core architecture 
and the representation standards 

•  Development of the basic learning, sensory, 
planning ….. modules 

•  Validation of the software environment 
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Contexts 
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http://opengrasp.sourceforge.net 

A Toolkit for Robot Grasping Simulation 

by Antonio Morales 
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To develop a software tool that provides a grasp 
reasoning engine.  

–  Visualize the current foreground/background 
knowledge. 

–  Replicate the observed actions that have been 
mapped to the robot particular embodiment. 

–  Plan and reason about different hypothesis. Prediction 
of action results. 
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•  Oriented to interactions in robotic manipulation and

 grasping 

•  Advanced contact modeling 

•  Sensor simulation 

•  Models of popular robotic hands and arms 

•  Flexible and modular architecture. 

•  Open-source development cycle. 

•  Collaboration with external developers 
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OpenGRASP is a toolkit: 

•  OpenRAVE (COLLADA) 

•  PAL plug-ins (changing Physics Engines) 

•  Robot editor (Blender plug-in) 

•  Hand models 

•  Controller and sensor plug-ins 
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•  OpenRAVE is a open source cross-platform software architecture 
oriented to autonomous robot applications. 

•  OpenRAVE plug-in based 
architecture allows easy and fast 
extension without changing the 
source core.  

•  OpenRAVE allows interchange of 
stable physics engines. 

•  OpenRAVE plug-in structures 
allows easy addition of new robot 
models, controllers and sensors.  

•  OpenRAVE implements a Octave/
Python interface to allow user 
prototyping and testing.  

Rosen Diankov, James Kuffner, CMU 

OpenRAVE 
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•  Standardized and open CAD file format 
•  XML-based 
•  Widely used as intermediate format 

–  Sony, Maya, 3ds MAX, Poser, LightWave 3D, … 
–  Blender, PAL, OpenSceneGraph, Bullet, … 

•  Open Source tools and frameworks available 
•  Supports dynamics 
•  Support of complex kinematics since version 1.5  
•  Application-specific extensibility 
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PAL – Physics Abstraction Layer 
•  Allows physics engine interchange. 

•  Provides an unified interface to a number of
 different physics engines. 

– ODE, Bullet, AGEIA PhysX 



Robot Editor 
Implementation as a
 plugin for Blender 
– Kinematics, Dynamics,

 Semantics 
–  Sensors and actuators 
– Produce COLLADA files  

»  Robot, scenes 

– intuitive user interface 
–  Focus on robotics 
–  Simplification of the modeling

 process 



Robot Editor 



Models of robots hands 



Tactile sensor modelling 
Goal: Replicating the real robot actions with the simulator
 using the same software. 

•  Same physical properties 
•  Same inputs and outputs 
•  Soft contacts 



Contact model 
•  Force-based contact model (allows penetration and

 modelling of soft tactile sensors) 
•  Needs to be stable (no oscillation) 

! The developed contact primitive is a point force element using an 
adaptation of the LuGre* friction model 

! Able to handle stiction as well as other typical friction phenomenon 
! Stable under LUT physic engine. 

*CANUDAS DE WIT, C., OLSSON, H., ÅSTRÖM, K. J. AND LISCHINSKY, P. New Model for Control of 
Systems with Friction. IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control 40, 3 (1998), 176-195. 



Validation 

Several aspects are verified  in the Schunk gripper
 model 

-  Tactile sensors 
-  Gripper actuator 
-  Gripper sensors 



Simulator for visualization 

Visualization of object recognition 

OpenRAVE 

Object 

Models 

Scene Model Visualisation 
•  Object name 
•  Position  
•  Rotation 



Simulator for visualization 

Visualization of non-modelled objects 



Grasping unknown objects 

Planning in the simulator 



OpenGRASP 

http://opengrasp.sourceforge.net 

•  Downloadable source code and plug-ins 

•  Documentation and tutorials 

•  Hand models 

•  Development resources 

•  Movies, screenshots, etc. 
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Thank you ! 


